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Context of these slides
• The following slides represent the consolidated output of a syndicate group exercise
at the NYHDIF 2012 Time-out / Conference on 9 November.
• After some initial, high-level, scene setting, conference attendees were split into four
groups and tasked with responding to a provocation which was linked to the
conference theme, “Developing ‘Business’ IT for the NHS”.
• The provocation was as follows: “The only effective way in which the NHS can
rapidly achieve the required ‘double whammy’ of … (1) Improved health outcomes
and patient / service user experience; and (2) Significant efficiency savings … is by
urgently developing risk-reward partnerships with the private sector.”
• Two groups identified potential enablers and the other two groups identified potential
barriers to increased partnership working with industry.
• In the following slides the upper right quadrant, marked “sweet spot” represents
those enablers or barriers groups believed were most easy to achieve or overcome
and which have the potential to deliver the most significant benefits to the NHS.
• It is hoped that these slides will be used as the basis for further debate and
discussion on this subject amongst NYHDIF members’ organisations.
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What are the Enablers to increased partnership working?



•I

• Example: 5 trusts into 1
means shared -leader,
-vision & -strategy.

• Investment
• Freedom to act
• Open book accounting

• CSU bringing together
common purpose.

Scale of Opportunity

• IT strategy across the patch
• Unified technology to drive
sharing.
• Common purpose, common
priority and urgency (e.g.
PACS procurement).

• Unified governance
arrangements

• Shared assets (people
and buildings)

• Unified standards

• Free market approach to
service procurement

Low

• Good service delivery

• Value for money
• Trusts seeking to data share
and develop shared data
centres with Local Govt
(mutual dev’t framework)
• Development of shared
networks / common
infrastructure.
• Seeking to share
infrastructure with Local /
Public Authority.

• Profit sharing


Low

☺

“sweet spot”


Ease to Achieve Enabler

High

High

What are the Barriers to increased partnership working?


• Effective procurement

• Loss of control

• Structure

• Lack of trust (incentives
and penalties).

• Short-term budget-setting
• Lack of strong leadership

Scale of Opportunity

• Lack of Innovation

Low

“sweet spot”

• Cooperation
• Business credibility

• Culture (hardest to
overcome, but
potentially the greatest
return if achieved).

• Higher expectations

• Risk aversion

• Different drivers (care vs
profit).

• Cynicism
• History (poor partnership
in the past, including
some PFI’s).

• Excessive focus on finance
• Lack of successful / smart
metrics (existing contracts)
• Risk-reward schemes
• Procurement rules
(frameworks)
• Poor strategy
• Fear (loss of control & how it
is distributed … equitably)
• It’s harder work (or is it?)
• Different systems
development methods

• Business cases not fit for
purpose (by purchaser).
• Understand respective
objectives & differences
(policy, law, culture).
• Lack of customer
intelligence (by partner).
• Understanding risk
• (Not knowing) which
partnerships can work?
• Shared cultures and getting
this into procurement.
• Some PFI’s positive

• Baselines not known


Low

☺


Ease to Overcome Barrier

High
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